Strategic Sourcing and Procurement

- Improve operational efficiency and source determination for indirect materials.
- Reduce risk and cost through increased savings opportunities, sourcing efficiency, and contract and supplier compliance.
- Manage complex spend analysis, classification, and enrichment.
- Drive trusted, confident decisions based on insightful spend analysis.
- Engage with a broad range of approved suppliers to create competitive pricing and drive strategic expense management.
- Enable casual users to create contract, supplier risk, and managed catalogs to manage risks, and create sustainable cost savings.
- Plan and optimize work opportunities across industries.
- Guide users to the appropriate work sourcing for a given role or project.
- Streamline and automate the application of complex rate structures for your external workforce.
- Engage with a broad range of approved suppliers to create competitive pricing and drive strategic expense management.

Buy and Sell Direct Indirect Material

- Simplify how service providers, from consulting firms to field services and agencies, are sourced, engaged, and managed.
- Streamline how you find, source, and manage services requests with a single solution.
- Integrate with existing buyer and seller systems.
- Engage with a broad range of approved suppliers to create competitive pricing and drive strategic expense management.
- Manage risk and cost through increased savings opportunities, sourcing efficiency, and contract and supplier compliance.

Direct Material Plan and Forecast

- Meet demand by adequately communicating material/product requirements over time.
- Plan and manage direct materials using one integrated solution.
- Maximize savings and compliance by optimizing purchase orders.
- Enable casual users to create contract, supplier risk, and managed catalogs to manage risks, and create sustainable cost savings.
- Streamline and automate the application of complex rate structures for your external workforce.
- Guide users to the appropriate work sourcing for a given role or project.

Sourcing and Contract Management

- Reduce risk and cost through increased savings opportunities, sourcing efficiency, and contract and supplier compliance.
- Automate and streamline procurement processes across industries.
- Optimize spend, simplify approval, and manage contracts and supplier performance.
- Maximize savings and compliance by optimizing purchase orders.
- Enable casual users to create contract, supplier risk, and managed catalogs to manage risks, and create sustainable cost savings.
- Streamline and automate the application of complex rate structures for your external workforce.
- Guide users to the appropriate work sourcing for a given role or project.
Contract Manufacturing Organization Collaboration

Find and collaborate with suppliers on opportunities and transactions, and strengthen relationships.

Supply Chain Collaboration - Forecast, Quality and Inventory
Establish a collaborative supply network with Ariba SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration.

Invoice Collaboration
Send accurate invoices to accounts payable fast with electronic submission and automated verification.

Dynamic Discounting
Improve working capital by automating dynamic discounting collaboration.

Invoice Digitization
Expedite invoice processing through an end-to-end, digitalized procedure for invoice collaboration.

Supply Chain Finance
Transform payables from liabilities into strategic assets to enhance supply chain finance.

Purchase Order Collaboration
Share, shop, and make more informed decisions for purchase-order collaboration with SAP S/4HANA.

Payment Execution
Close the procure-to-pay loop with secure electronic payment execution with comprehensive remittance.

Service Entry Sheets
Capture service entry sheet details for your field contractors.

Supplier Management
Reduce costs and increase savings opportunities and sourcing efficiency using a global business network.

Classification and Segmentation
Classify and segment suppliers for increased transparency and insight.

Supplier Evaluation
Gain transparency and insight through evaluation of your supplier portfolio.

Supplier Information Management
Maintain accurate and up-to-date information on suppliers.

Supplier Performance Management
Drive compliance and contract adherence using supplier performance information for actionable feedback.

Supplier Discovery
Provide premier service for matching business buyers and suppliers globally.

Supplier Risk Management
Maximize the value of your supplier network through third-party risk and data augmentation.

Supplier Onboarding and Qualification
Drive scalable and business process specific supplier onboarding and qualification.

SAP Ariba Variations
End-to-end on-demand, real-time collaboration solutions that give you the capabilities, intelligence, and global reach to transform your payables from liabilities into strategic assets.

Supplier Spend Analysis
Gain a clear, enterprise-wide view of suppliers and spend, identify savings opportunities, boost purchasing leverage, increase spend under management, drive diversity and sustainability, and mitigate supply chain risk.

SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance
Use a rich toolset to onboard, qualify, and segment suppliers through matrix-based analysis and integration with other SAP Ariba solutions, drive spend to preferred suppliers, and scale compliance to the entire supply base.